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This is and shows the true meaning of the organizations components to stick together and help each other.
This not only shows support for the addict but also helps them to understand what it is like to be an addict. But
what if no one that you call is there? I did not know if I could do this without feeling self-indulgence toward
the members. This meant something to me as I celebrated my 5 th year with them. When I look back at the 10
old ages as I have been portion of this family. Though Some people feel comfortable thinking of their
addiction as a disease ,the effects of this negative view are especially tragic and unjust to the individual. It
creates that atmosphere of acceptance which I believe majority of the members liked. At the close of the
meeting, everyone stood in a circle while everyone embraced and recited the Serenity prayer again. They truly
seemed to enjoy the meetings and the talks each and every week. The meeting started at pm and was
structured as an open meeting that welcomed beginners. So identifying with the drug use means your life was
or is controlled by drugs. Does anyone merely hold an issue remaining clean today? It is a language that will
benefits new members in recovery because admitting that you have a problem is a start of the helping process.
Once everyone has had their bend to portion and before shuting the meeting he asks: Is there anyone who still
feels the demand to portion Does anyone hold a firing issue? Sharing of personal stories ,challenges as well as
such the successes relate the aspect of information sharing and an effective method of education within the
group In addition to information sharing and education , members get to form those identifies like referring to
themselves as addicts even when they have been sober for fifteen years. Addiction, 1 ,  I believe that recovery
process should be objective. I was really tired of using about two years before I got here. After attending the
AA support group, I felt as though I already knew what to expect and how to effectively receive the stories of
how some of the individuals overcame substance abuse addiction. Initially I had planned on going with one of
my class mate just because that was my first meeting and I was afraid of the unknown.


